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The following letter-form was brought about as a means of teaching my children the Word of God through the mail. And of course,
quite naturally so, that’s the reason I begin these letters with "Dear Children" and end them with "Love Dad". So for the rest of you
who participate in these weekly messages, please keep their original intended purpose in mind.

8 May, 2011
Dear Children,
It’s very hard for me to believe everything that’s “going down” right now… because it’s all
working in God’s favor to help Jimmy Swaggart wake up to the truth of his error.
“We are of God: he that knoweth God heareth us; he that is not of God
heareth not us. Hereby know we the spirit of truth, and the spirit of
error.” (1 John 4:6 KJV)
I mean it’s been almost ten (10) years now that “Jimmy Swaggart and crew” have been
trying to ignore “what thus saith the Lord” through us… that is until Tareva Henderson
came on the scene with her real-life story: “Tareva Henderson Speaks Her Mind
On The Jimmy Swaggart Ministries!”, “Why Was Tareva Henderson At
Jimmy Swaggart Ministries?”, and “Tareva Henderson’s New Age Religion!”
You see, as it concerns “Jimmy Swaggart And His Unholy Worship Team!”, those
last two (2) sermonets on Tareva Henderson – parts III and IV of “Music And The
Devil” – were proof positive of what was said in part II on 9/17/06… but it wouldn’t
have been possible without Tareva’s true confession. Thank you Tareva!
However, for today’s message – “Music And Satan” part V – we’re going to venture off
into uncharted waters with “Gabriel Swaggart And His Unholy Worship Team!” I
mean, after all, Gabe is JSM’s Crossfire youth
pastor who should have some major
concerns regarding the photo on the right
and the the email below (photo found on a
FWC member's Facebook page and
contributed by an anonymous writer):
“Here's a pic from a recent bachelorette
party for Jill Swaggart's sister, Jennifer a
singer at Crossfire. This party was held
in the barroom at Pat O'Brien's, a
famous nightcub in New Orleans, La.
Pictured in this photo is Grace Larson,
FWC featured vocalist, Jennifer
Douglas, Crossfire youth ministry
singer, Jill Swaggart, JSM singer and
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wife of pastor Gabe Swaggart and Alaina Simoneaux, a FWC Crossfire
ministries singer, as well what appears to be a nice vintage Merlot and various
gang signs...all in fun of course. Why go to Pat O's to minister?” (Note: The
picture on the right was actually taken in Baton Rouge, LA. The New Orleans
“bar” picture can be seen in the sermonet “Jimmy Swaggart’s Hard Rock
Café!”)
Now there’s no doubt about it! Gabriel Swaggart should be concerned! Because
when it comes down to defining “the spirit” that’s in “the photo”, it doesn’t take too awful
much discernment to establish the fact that it ain’t the Holy Spirit in those singers that
purportedly honor God through their “praise and worship”. I mean, after all, one of my
unsaved daughters even said, “They look like hookers!”
After all, it was a spirit of rebellion that got Lucifer demoted from his cherished position
as director of music in Heaven… and now there’s “Jill Swaggart and friends” trying to
sing for God? “Jimmy Swaggart And Family: Hypocrisy Beyond Compare!”
But anyway, just in case you might be having a hard time discerning the demonic spirits
in the “Jill Swaggart and friends” photo, please allow me to assist. Because in the center
of the photo we have what appears to be a bottle of vintage Merlot wine… and this is
what God’s Word has to say about that particular demonic spirit:
“Wine is a mocker, strong drink is raging: and whosoever is deceived
thereby is not wise.” (Proverbs
20:1 KJV)
So, the Word of God says that the “Jill
Swaggart and friends” photo shows four
(4) very foolish women in a New
Orleans’s bar with a bottle of very bad
“spirits” in their possession.
And now that we’ve identified a very
obvious demon in the photo, let’s move
on to the ones that are not so very
obvious… like the hand signs being
presented by Grace Larson (FWC
featured vocalist) and Jennifer Douglas
(Crossfire Youth Ministry singer).
You see the three-fingered sign is called
“peace plus one”, and the illustrated
compilation on the right was taken in
part from the Web site by the same name
(http://www.peaceplusone.com).
So as can be seen in the illustration, the
“new” three-finger sign is only a revision
of the “old” two-finger one made popular
by “Winston Churchill” and the “hippie
movement”. And with that in mind, what
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do you say we start our investigation back “in the beginning” with the two-finger “V” sign
and the following excerpt from chapter twenty-five (25) of “Codex Magica”:
Victory for the Devil —Fabulous
Exploits of Sir Winston Churchill
and Other Druid Priests and
Illuminati Servants
A remarkable thing occurred with the
hand so lifted, is that its shadow
resembles the head and horns of the
Goat of Baphomet..the symbol of
black magic. — The Complete Book of
Witchcraft
Britain' s legendary World War II Prime
Minister, Sir Winston Churchill, made
the "V" sign famous. It was standard for
the cigar-smoking, paunchy politician;
he flashed the "V" sign every chance he
got, and news photographers captured
hundreds of photographs of Churchill
giving the sign. It was generally thought
that in doing so, the pugnacious
Churchill was signaling confidence in
eventual victory over the Nazi foe across
the channel. So, the sign of two fingers
pointed upward in a "V” shape became
universally accepted as a sign for victory.
But what the majority of people believe
to be conventional wisdom is often wrong. Such
is the case here, too, for this sign, in reality, is of
ancient origins. It is, in fact, a sign of Satan, of
malediction, of the horned God, Pan, and
worse…
In her highly regarded encyclopedia of symbols
entitled Masonic and Occult Symbols
Illustrated, Dr. Cathy Burns explores the
meaning of the "V" sign. She explains that the
two fingers upward relate to the Masonic and
Gnostic Law of Opposites, exactly as the case for
the Masonic Lodge's black and white
checkerboard floors.
This is the doctrine of bringing order out of
chaos, of reconciling the two opposites, evil and
good, with Satan reigning over both heaven and
hell. The "V" sign is also a sign of the Horned
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God of witchcraft, often called Pan; or Baphomet, the androgynous (male and
female) goat God (again illustrating the Law of Opposites)….
As we have previously seen, the Jewish cabala is at the root of most wicked
systems of magic. The cabala (or Kabbalah) is the fount of doctrine for
Freemasonry and for many other secret societies. We can expect, therefore, that
the "V" sign is also emphasized by the rabbinical priests of cabalism.
And in fact, we find that the rabbis teach that the meaning of the Hebrew letter
for V (Vau) is "Nail," and nail is a secret title for Satan. (Its corrupt meaning
comes from the nails driven into the hands of Jesus crucified.) Vau, or V, is the
sixth letter in the Hebrew alphabet, and, of course, the Book of Revelation
reveals that the name of the beast, or AntiChrist, is coded with the number of
triple 6, or 666.
Where did Winston Churchill learn of the satanic powers of the "V" sign? Few
people are aware that Churchill was a Freemason. Stephen Knight wrote an
explosive expose, The Brotherhood that rocked the British Isles when it was
published some 15 years ago. In it, he unmasked many British nobles, police,
judges, and politicians who were Masons. Among them: Winston Churchill,
who, Knight documented, was initiated in 1903 at Lodge No. 3000 of the United
Lodge of Great Britain.
However, even fewer people are aware that Churchill was not only a Mason but
a witch druid! Dr. Stanley Monteith, occult and secret society researcher and
host of Radio Liberty out of California, states: "Churchill was an adept of
the occult, having been inducted into the Druids in 1908, and having
pledged the occult oaths required of those who have entered into the
world of Freemasonry."
There you have it: the truth! What a deception! And with the preceding in mind, it
shouldn’t be too hard to figure out that the “church” in Winston Churchill’s name had
everything to do with Satan and nothing to do with the Lord God Almighty of the
Christian faith. Talk about playing “church”! Winston Churchill’s two-finger “V” sign did
not mean “peace” as the “peace plus one” promoters would have us believe:
“The World Sustainability Project (Peace Plus One) envisions a near
future where the current generation of young people have the
necessary skills and preparation to lead the world along a path of
sustainability. Peace Plus One, the 3 Finger "Symbol of
Sustainability", represents Peace, Harmony and Balance between
Society, Environment and Economy... The Optimistic Truth is that
we have no other choice than to think and act as global citizens, and
positively campaign for a sustainable future. We are enthusiastically
developing the human infrastructure and adapting our cultures for a
Sustainable World Order.”
So, are you starting to get the picture of this “Peace Plus One” and their “global agenda”
for the youth? Well, just in case you’re having a hard time deciphering some of the
“trick words” in their “mission statement”, please check out this one:
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“Sustainable Development is the philosophy designed to bring
human beings across the globe under the full control of the narrow
human elite.”
And to take that one step further, the word “sustainable” carries the following alarming
meaning: “conserving an ecological balance by avoiding
depletion of natural resources.”
Now to bring all this into proper focus, the following “1st
commandment” of the “narrow elite” will give us a pretty
graphic picture of how they intend to develop their
“sustainability” across the globe:
“Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature.”
Peace plus one, right? Well, please allow me to share just a little more
on this subject of the “narrow elite” and the “ten commandments”
they engraved on “The Georgia Guidestones”
(http://www.radioliberty.com/stones.htm) some twenty-one (21)
years ago on “3/22” (the number of the “Skull And Bones Secret
Society”):
On one of the highest hilltops in Elbert County, Georgia stands a huge granite
monument. Engraved in eight different languages on the four giant
stones that support the common capstone are 10 Guides, or
commandments. That monument is alternately referred to as The Georgia
Guidestones, or the American Stonehenge. Though relatively unknown to most
people, it is an important link to the Occult Hierarchy that dominates the
world in which we live…
Limiting the population of the earth to 500 million will require the
extermination of nine-tenths of the world's people. The American
Stonehenge's reference to establishing a world court foreshadows the current
move to create an International Criminal Court and a world government. The
Guidestones' emphasis on preserving nature anticipates the environmental
movement of the 1990s, and the reference to "seeking harmony with the
infinite" reflects the current effort to replace Judeo-Christian beliefs
with a new spirituality.
The message of the American Stonehenge also foreshadowed the
current drive for Sustainable Development. Any time you hear the
phrase "Sustainable Development" used, you should substitute the
term "socialism" to be able to understand what is intended. Later in
this syllabus you will read the full text of the Earth Charter which was compiled
under the direction of Mikhail Gorbachev and Maurice Strong. In that
document you will find an emphasis on the same basic issues: control of
reproduction, world governance, the importance of nature and the
environment, and a new spirituality. The similarity between the ideas engraved
on the Georgia Guidestones and those espoused in the Earth Charter reflect the
common origins of both…
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What is the true significance of the American Stonehenge, and why is its covert
message important? Because it confirms the fact that there was a covert group
intent on
(1) Dramatically reducing the population of the world.
(2) Promoting environmentalism.
(3) Establishing a world government.
(4) Promoting a new spirituality.
Certainly the group that commissioned the Georgia Guidestones is
one of many similar groups working together toward a New World
Order, a new world economic system, and a new world spirituality.
Behind those groups, however, are dark spiritual forces. Without understanding
the nature of those dark forces it is impossible to understand the unfolding of
world events.
The fact that most Americans have never heard of the Georgia
Guidestones or their message to humanity reflects the degree of
control that exists today over what the American people think. We
ignore that message at our peril.
So what about that? Well, it should be abundantly obvious by now that the “peace”
promoted by the “Peace Plus One” promoters is not at all “peaceful”! In fact it was in our
last message – “Tareva Henderson’s New Age Religion!” – that we showed how the
“peace sign” of the “hippie movement” was directly connected with the “man of peace”
who will bring together “all the religions of the world” to form his one-world satanic
religion. And it only goes to follow that the “three finger salute” of “Peace Plus One” and
their “Sustainable World Order” is only a sign of allegiance to the coming “New World
Order” of Satan and his Antichrist.
“Jill Swaggart and friends” – what a mess!
But we’re not even through yet! Because it’s
now time to address the hand sign exhibited
by Jill Swaggart (JSM singer and wife of
pastor Gabe Swaggart), and Alaina
Simoneaux (Crossfire Youth Ministry singer)
in their now famous “Jill Swaggart and
friends” photo.
And while we’re on the subject of famous
photos, the one on the right says it all. The
Beatles! What powerful disciples of Satan
they were! Paul McCartney is flashing the
“Jill and Alaina” hand sign that we’ll be
looking at next… and of course we’ve already
covered John Lennon’s “devil horns” in the
sermonet “Jimmy Swaggart And His Unholy Worship Team!” So to set the stage
for what’s about to come, here’s a quote from John: “We're more popular than
Jesus now; I don't know which will go first, rock 'n' roll or Christianity.”
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***********************************
“A-Ok” Hand sign: Sign of the Occult Music Industry?
We all know about the “devil’s horn” hand sign
popularized by rock groups. Not many however
realize that the “a-ok” sign, flashed as if it was a
gang sign (well it is used by gangs but that’s not
the topic here), has another meaning than simply
“this is OK“. Due to the context of its usage, and
often combined with other occult symbols, the aok seems to be is a sign of occult initiation in the
music industry. They say a “picture is worth a
thousand words” so I’ll let the pictures do the
talking.
What Does the “A-Ok” Sign Mean?
Hand signs have different meanings when found in different cultures. In
America and most of Europe, the a-ok is used to signify approbation,
satisfaction or excellence. In other countries, it is often considered obscene or a
reference to the a-hole. It however carries a deeper meaning when one looks
into occult symbolism.
“Westerner’s know it as the “okay” (or “OK”) sign. It’s done with the fingers and
thumb of right or left hands (usually the right). Simply touch the index finger to
the thumb, creating a circle. The other three fingers then spiral off and there
you have it—the well-known symbol for OK. Universally, this sign means
alright, acceptable, good, right-on, you bet!, A-OK, satisfactory…
But to occultists, the OK sign takes on darker significance. First, we have the
circle, indicating the sun deity and the Mason’s never-ending quest for more
light. To Freemasonry, the circle also represents the female genitalia, or yoni. In
the Hindu religion, the OK sign is a revered mudra (sacred gesture) meaning
“infinity” or perfection. It is associated with the female genitalia — thumb and
forefinger pressed together at the tips with the other three fingers extended.
In the practice of tantric yoga (sex rituals), the OK sign is a token of ecstasy,
spiritual and physical. In ancient Sumeria and Persia, charms and amulets have
been discovered of fingers and hands in the modern OK position, joined along
with horns implying fertility. The three fingers extended outward are symbolic
of ecstatic union with the Goddess, the third member of the pagan trinity.
In Satanism, when making this sign the three
fingers not used to make the circle are
considered symbolic of the unholy trinity —
horned God, Goddess, and offspring
(antichrist). Some go so far as to adopt the view that
the bent three fingers are shaped as three number six’s,
or 666. Thus, we have 666, the sun deity (Lucifer), the
Goddess (Mystery, Babylon the Great, Mother of Harlots), and the beast
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(antichrist, 666), all in one unitary hand sign. Oh what a web of evil wicked men
can weave around something seemingly so ordinary and mundane.
In the Illuminist philosophy, the OK sign becomes a sign indicating
approval of the Divine King, their coming Lord of Light, whom we as
Christians know as antichrist. To them it means, “He approves our
undertaking.” This meaning is roughly equivalent to the words in Latin atop
the all-seeing eye of Osiris on our U.S. one dollar bill—Annuit Coeptus.” –
Texe Marrs, Codex Magica
The preceding excerpt was taken from “The Industry Exposed”… and of course the
industry being exposed on this Web site is nothing less than the occult music
industry that “Jill Swaggart and friends” are partakers of! Need I say more?
(See “http://theindustryexposed.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=
article&id=23:aok-sign-industrytop&catid=2:newsarticles” and “http://www.whale.to/
b/666_hand_sign.html” for lots more of the proof in pictures.)
So, we’ve identified three very strong demons in the “Jill Swaggart and friends” photo…
but the question remains: “How did these lovely young ‘ladies’ get overtaken
(seduced) by those three very powerful demons?”
Well, as the Lord has directed, the answer can be found in the following quote from the
JSM Crossfire Youth Minister, Gabriel Swaggart:
“Everything of consequence that happens on this Earth is
introduced, first of all, in the spirit world. This particular world, one
might say, consists of “The Kingdom of Heaven,” or “The Kingdom of
Light,” and “the kingdom of darkness.” While God controls all things, His
control is carried out according to the time period in discussion, and with the
understanding that the kingdom of darkness stands in opposition. Even
though this does not stop the Plan of God, it does delay that plan.”
(Gabriel Swaggart – The Evangelist, July 2006)
Now just in case you might have forgotten, the Lord also
had us to use that particular quote in our sermonet
“Jimmy Swaggart And His Unholy Worship Team!”
And with that in mind, have you ever heard the expression
“what goes around comes around”?
Well, the way this “circle” thing worked out was that Jimmy
and Frances gave birth to Donnie – both physically and
spiritually. But even though Donnie didn’t have any say-so
in the “physical”… he most certainly did in the “spiritual”.
And of course it’s only because of his willingness to inherit
the “Jimmy and Frances” spirit that he divorced his Godgiven wife Debbie and married his Devil-inspired wife Judy
before committing divorce #2. But now he has Beaudreaux
the dog! And what I find most interesting, is that while searching for the “meaning of
the name Beaudreaux” I came across (as the Lord would have it) this insightful
Facebook heading: “Meaning I want her to care for my needs without a
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commitment.” (See the sermonet “Is Jimmy Swaggart’s Wife ‘Frances’ Really
Uncovered?” for more on the subject.)
So, like father like son! And now we can get back to our discussion on Gabriel Swaggart
(Donnie’s son), Jill Swaggart, and the JSM Crossfire Youth Ministry… and it can be
concluded very simply with the title of this message: “Gabriel Swaggart And His
Unholy Worship Team!”
“To open their eyes, and to turn them from darkness to light, and
from the power of Satan unto God, that they may receive forgiveness
of sins, and inheritance among them which are sanctified by faith
that is in me [Jesus].” (Acts 26:18 KJV)
“Jimmy Swaggart Ministries: ‘Ichabod’ - The Glory Has Departed!”
I need not say more! Keep on keeping the faith in Jesus!!!
Love,
Dad (Bruce Hallman)
Email: bruce@fmh-child.org
Web: http://www.fmh-child.org

“ALL FOR THE LOVE OF JESUS”
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